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New Titles for Children and Young People
Alderman, Clifford Lindsey. That Men Shall Be Free; The Story of the Magna Carta;
drawings by Barry Martin. Messner, 1964. 183p. Trade ed. $3.95; Li-
brary ed. $3.64 net.
A description of the events and the stresses that led to the drafting of
M the Magna Carta, with many anecdotal examples of the kinds of persecu-
7-10 tion and injustice that obtained under the feudal system. The text gives ac-
curate and pertinent information, but it is obscured by a great deal of fic-
tionalization and by a tendency to make assumptions of reaction based,
apparently, on later events. For example, in describing the coronation of
King John: "His large eyes . . . were at once bold, suspicious and shifty.
They seemed to be saying: 'We are King now. We shall do as we please.
Dare to stand in our way and we will destroy you. Plot against us and we
will surely find you out and take our vengeance.' He swore he would love
and protect the Church of Rome, abolish all bad laws and substitute good
ones, and see that true justice was done in his kingdom. These were mere
promises he never intended to carry out." A final chapter relates some of
the ways in which the Magna Carta was important in the expression of
American colonial opinion and legislation. A brief list of adult titles for
further reading and an index are appended.
Aliki. The Story of William Penn; written and illus. by Aliki. Prentice-Hall, 1964.
29p. $3.50.
Attractively illustrated, a brief description of the troubles Penn and
R other Quakers had in England, of Penn's colonial grant, and of the ways in
3-4 which Penn and his friends practiced the brotherly love they preached.
Not a controlled vocabulary text, but quite simply written and divided into
sections that are like very short chapters.
Almedingen, E. M. A Picture History of Russia; illus. by Clarke Hutton. Watts,
1964. 61p. $4.95.
First published by the Oxford University Press, an oversize book with
R colorful illustrations that are often distractingly page-filling but are quite
5-7 informative. The text gives a capsule version of Russian history, quite
balanced in treatment despite the brevity, and quite objective in approach.
Endpaper maps are not detailed, but show a few principal cities in one
case and show ethnic origins in the other set; an index is appended.
Arnold, Ralph. Kings, Bishops, Knights, and Pawns; Life in a Feudal Society; illus.
[571
by W. T. Mars. Norton, 1964. 96p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.03
net.
A good survey of feudal society and of the changing economic and so-
Ad cial pressures that led to its gradual dissolution. The writing style is dry,
6-9 the material topically organized. The book covers a long time-span, so
that few topics are given broad coverage; the Crusades, for example, are
discussed in only a page and a half of text. The book does not give the
reader such vivid pictures as are drawn in Duggan's Growing Up in 13th
Century England (Pantheon, 1962) but it is useful; an index is appended.
Bartlett, Margaret Farrington. Joy Money; drawings by Kelly Oechsli. Duell, 1965.
96p. $2.95.
Joy money is a small amount of spending money earned oneself; the
NR author describes some of the adventures she had as a child earning Joy
5-6 Money. Set in 1912 and purporting to be written by the young Margaret, the
book is without storyline, consisting merely of a series of episodes. The
writing style is not convincingly childlike; indeed it is not clear at first
that the writing is meant to be that of a child. "Although this book is writ-
ten especially for you, it can be shared with your father and mother or
other Grownups, especially if you can find a good listener."
Bendick, Jeanne. The Wind; written and illus. by Jeanne Bendick. Rand McNally,
1964. 78p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.08 net.
A good survey of the subject, amply illustrated and written clearly; the
R material is organized into topics; a relative index is appended. The writ-
4-6 ing style is informal, coverage fairly comprehensive, and the explanations
are given without more detail or language than the middle grades reader
can handle easily. Mrs. Bendick discusses the prevailing winds, the world
patterns of winds and the reasons for all of these; she explains weather
phenomena and the effect of winds on earth and water. Some few topics are
in a lighter vein: wind sayings, wind "things" like a windshield, windfall,
windhover, or wind instruments.
Bond, Michael. Paddington Marches On; with drawings by Peggy Fortnum. Hough-
ton, 1965. 128p. $2.95.
A fifth book about one of the most beguiling animal characters of re-
R cent years: Paddington, a bear "from darkest Peru." Adopted by the long-
4-6 suffering Browns of London, Paddington has a penchant for trouble and a
flair for emerging unscathed; he has a Pooh-like devotion to food and a
bland imperviousness to censure. In this sequel, he creates havoc in a wax
museum and wrecks a bathroom in an attempt to repair the plumbing. The
plots and ploys are an amusing blend of wildly improbable Laurel and
Hardy situations and a bland, grave style; both the realistic (and occasion-
ally acidulous) and the fanciful are deftly echoed in Peggy Fortnum's il-
lustrations.
Brindze, Ruth. The Rise and Fall of the Seas; The Story of the Tides; illus. with
photographs and with diagrams by Felix Cooper. Harcourt, 1964. 91p.
$3.50.
A most interesting book, well-organized and lucidly written; the illus-
R trative material is good except for a lack of labelling of some diagrams.
7-10 The author discusses the causes of tides, the tides of earth and air, un-
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usual tidal phenomena, instruments and charts, tidal fauna, man's use of
knowledge about tides (as in sailing or fishing) and man's use of tidal ac-
tion as a source of power. An index is appended.
Caudill, Rebecca. A Certain Small Shepherd; with illus. by William PLne Du Bois.
Holt, 1965. 48p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
An Appalachian Christmas story with clear, soft illustrations that are
R restrained in use of space and bright with color and fine detail. Jamie's
4-6 mother had died when he was born; Jamie's father is quietly convinced
that some day his boy will learn to talk. Jamie, who has done quite well
in school, occasionally fails to communicate and then loses temper. When
he cannot sing with the other children, Jamie is made a shepherd in the
Christmas pageant; there is no pageant because of a severe snowstorm.
A young Negro couple appear and Father puts them into the warm church
across the road. When their baby is born, it excites Jamie; he dashes
home, reappearing in his shepherd's garb, and offers the child the orange
from his own Christmas stocking, speaking and saying clearly, "Here's a
Christmas gift for the Child." A moving story, simply told; the text does
not state that the young parents are Negro, but subtly intimates this when
Father asks "Why didn't you stop sooner?" "We did stop," the man said.
"At three houses. Nobody had room."
Chafetz, Henry. Thunderbird and Other Stories; illus. by Ronni Solbert. Pantheon
Books, 1964. 41p. $3.25.
A very handsome book; the pale brown pages illustrated with stylized
Ad Indian drawings based on Navaho sand paintings are in black, white, and
4-6 burnt orange. Mr. Chafetz retells in a style that has an occasional awk-
ward phrase but that is, on the whole, smooth and is appropriate for the
genre, three legends. The tale of the giant who became the Thunderbird,
the rather touching story that explains why the bat stays in darkness, and
the explanation of the custom of using a peace pipe give some variety to
the book; the pictures are decorative rather than supplementary. No iden-
tification of the sources of the legends is made.
Chauncy, Nan. High and Haunted Island; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus. Norton, 1965.
145p. $3.50.
A romantic and involved junior novel about two young girls who are put
M off a boat during a time of war and who are found, after a Robinson Crusoe
7-9 interlude, by the members of a secret colony. They later marry men of
the colony; years after that they are found by two young men who are on a
sailing trip, one of them being the nephew of one protagonist. The book be-
gins with an account of the boys and their background and is very slow to
get into the story of Tess and Vicky; the writing style is rather clogged
and heavy.
Clark, Ann (Nolan). Bear Cub; illus. by Charles Fracd. Viking, 1965. 62p. Trade
ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.37 net.
The story of the first year in a bear cub's life is told in a quiet, often
Ad lyric text; the format is spacious and dignified, the illustrations chiefly
4-5 attractive black and white line drawings. Full-color double-spread inserts
are included. The story has no personification, but moves sedately; the
action is simple, the style of writing is static enough to limit appeal to
readers. "Snow stopped falling. Night made a canopy of velvet blackness
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embroidered with stars. There was hush. There was calm. There was
waiting. Would the small one live? Was its tiny life-flame strong enough
to keep burning?"
Cleary, Beverly. The Mouse and the Motorcycle; illus. by Louis Darling. Morrow,
1965. 158p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
On second thought, why be surprised that Beverly Cleary has done a de-
R lightful fanciful story? What other kind of fantasy would she write? The
4-6 illustrations are, like the story, a combination of prim detail and an in-
congruous or wildly imaginative situation. Ralph is a young mouse who
makes friends with a boy staying in his hotel; first drawn to Keith by his
toy (or mouse-size) motorcycle, Ralph soon feels he has made a real
friend. When trouble comes, Ralph finds that he has, indeed, made a
friend; he also finds a way to show his gratitude. The human-to-human
dialogue is good, too.
Clemons, Elizabeth. Tide Pools and Beaches; illus. by Joe Gault. Knopf, 1964.
79p. $2.95.
A description of the flora and fauna of the sea shore; written in a direct
R and rather dry style, the book should be useful for observation or collec-
4-7 tion. The material is well-organized, the advice is commonsense; the il-
lustrations are accurate in detail but are limited in usefulness by being in
black and white. Some of the illustrative material is poorly arranged, al-
though beautifully drawn; for example, a list of eight varieties of brown
seaweed is illustrated two pages farther on, with only corresponding let-
ters to identify the varieties, with A, F, G, and H on a page, B and C on
the next page, and D and E on the next. An index is appended.
Colby, Carroll Burleigh. Special Forces; The U. S. Army's Experts in Unconven-
tional Warfare. Coward-McCann, 1964. 48p. illus. Library ed. $2.52
net.
A description of the training for guerilla and counter-guerilla fighting
R of the men in the Special Forces, and of some of the jobs the men do. Mr.
5-9 Colby discusses the organization and functioning of this branch of the
Armed Services in an introductory page of text; the subsequent text is in
the usual Colby format of large photographs and a small amount of text on
each page, with no chapter or general topic division.
Craig, M. Jean. Boxes; pictures by Joe Lasker. Norton, 1964. 35p. Trade ed.
$2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
A slight read-aloud text and pleasant illustrations in a book that points
M out the variety there is if one really looks at boxes, and that suggests that
4-6 boxes can be used for play. Occasionally the text addresses itself directly
yrs. to the reader: "And this is one, too. And these/ and another (and a pretty
little shiny one for you)." or, "Some boxes are very special . . . For let-
ters, with a mouth to swallow them, For matches, with a little sliding
drawer, (Yes, you may have this matchbox when it's empty.)" A wee bit
cute, a wee bit lacking in substance; the illustrations, showing children of
assorted ages and colors, often have humorous touches and, as may be
seen from the quoted material above, are often necessary to the text.
Crossley-Holland, Kevin. Havelok the Dane; illus. by Brian Wildsmith. Dutton,
1965. 178p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.71 net.
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A retelling of a thirteenth-century Viking Saga. Havelok, heir to the
M Danish throne, escapes from the cruel regent Godard; the ten-year-old
6-9 boy is taken to England by the good fisherman, Grim. Some years later
Havelok is wed to another dethroned ruler, Goldborough, the rightful
Queen of England; she, too, has been ousted by a treacherous noble. In
Denmark they win the throne in a bloodless victory; in England they later
regain Goldborough's crown. The story has color, romance, and adven-
ture; it is weakened by an occasional infusion of coincidence and by the
recurrence of one fanciful aspect, the mystical emanation of bright light
from the mouth of Havelok the Dane. "Then Jarl was astonished to see a
bright light in the tower opposite . . . Havelok ... was cradled in an aura
of light; the entire room was illumined by it. And from his mouth stem-
med a brilliant sharp beam."
Economakis, Olga. Oasis of the Stars; illus. by Blair Lent. Coward-McCann, 1965.
29p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.29 net.
A read-aloud picture book with an unusual setting and a quiet charm.
R The colors in the illustrations are quiet, too, almost dulled-mustard,
K-3 brown, blue and olive-but the pictures are delightful in design and in
imaginative detail. Abu is a small boy who is tired of being a nomad; he
doesn't mind the lonely life, but wants to stay in one place. Imagining that
water might fall from the stars, the child asks his father if he may dig
down for the fallen star-water. His father humors Abu, but says they must
move on to another oasis-and just as they are to go, Abu strikes water;
happily they build a real home and a well and settle down.
Emery, Anne. Dinny Gordon, Senior. Macrae, 1965. 159p. $3.25.
A fourth book about Dinny, a sensible and attractive character. Having
R spent the summer working at the University of Chicago's Oriental Insti-
7-9 tute, Dinny is more intent than ever on her long-planned and self-financed
trip to the Near East. She falls in love with a college freshman, but real-
izes that George is selfish and undependable and that he wants her to give
up her own plans. Unhappy, but sure that she is doing the right thing, Din-
ny breaks the relationship and carries on. Not dramatic, but a realistic
and balanced story; Dinny's small problems of school and social life, her
part-time job and her suburban background are described in low-keyed,
easy style.
Ferra-Mikura, Vera. Twelve People Are Not a Dozen; tr. by Catherine Hutter;
pictures by Paul E. Kennedy. Bobbs-Merrill, 1965. 121p. $3.25.
First published in Germany, the story of a large and most unconven-
M tional family; a second plot concerns an only child, Marion, whose mother
5-7 is in the hospital. Marion's visits to the home of Nellie Sommer, one of
the big family, is the only link between the plots. The writing has some
humor, the story has some lively incidents, and the characterization is
quite good. The book is weakened by dialogue that sounds forced, and by
the rather heavy dosage of nonconformity and eccentricity in the Sommer
household, a manage very much like that of You Can't Take It With You.
Fife, Dale. The Fish in the Castle; illus. by Marilyn Miller. Coward-McCann,
1965. 45p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A quiet story with an interesting setting and realistic family scenes; it
Ad is, however, slow in pace and has an abrupt ending. Eric is the youngest
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4-5 child in a family that has been trailer-camping on the Pacific coast; the
others have found mementos to take home, but Eric wants a grunion. His
family don't believe in the story of the grunion run, but Eric, who has
talked to a local resident, convinces them to go to the shore at midnight.
The boy catches his fish, but-feeling a living creature in his hands-lets
it go. The story ends, "Eric thought maybe his grunion was the only one
to have escaped captivity; the only one to have missed the first wave home,
and then to have caught the second."
Forberg, Ati, illus. On a Grass-Green Horn; Old Scotch and English Ballads;
drawings by Ati Forberg. Atheneum, 1965. 52p. $3.25.
About twenty ballads are included in a good-looking book with print in
Ad black or in burnt orange and with black and white illustrations that are
6-9 handsome but repetitive. The ballads are varied and appealing; the num-
bered footnotes for definitions of Scottish terms are useful but visually
distracting. The footnotes seem inadequately compiled, since, for example,
a word may be translated two ways or since some words are not translated
-as in the line, "Down ran his old mother, Greetin' full sair .. ." from
which "sair" is explained, but "Greetin'" is not.
Frankel, Edward. DNA-Ladder of Life; illus. by Anne Marie Jauss. McGraw-Hill,
1964. 126p. $2.95.
A good book about DNA and the transmission of hereditary characteris-
R tics engendered by the self-duplicating power of this giant molecule. Not
9- as clearly written as Hutchins' Life's Key-DNA (Coward-McCann, 1961)
and not by any means as well-illustrated, Mr. Frankel's book is equally
useful because it is more extensive, just as accurate, and has an index; a
list of suggestions for further reading is included.
Gallico, Paul William. The Day Jean-Pierre was Pignapped; illus. by Dylac. Dou-
bleday, 1965. 44p. $3.25.
First published in 1964 in England, an oversize book about a small
M French girl whose pet guinea pig is stolen. Cecile was so upset at Jean-
3-4 Pierre's disappearance that she prevailed upon her parents to go to the
police. They were cooperative but unsuccessful; then Cecile recognized
a clue that eventually led to apprehension of the criminal, the seventeen-
year-old butcher's boy. Realizing that he had been captivated by her be-
loved pet, Cecile told the police that she had given the boy permission to
borrow Jean-Pierre, then forgotten it. An over-extended story with a flat
ending, but with some nice bits of writing; the illustrations are mediocre.
Garthwaite, Marion (Hook). The Twelfth Night Santons; illus. by Winifred Lubell.
Doubleday, 1965. 62p. $3.25.
Charmingly illustrated in bright pastel pictures, a Christmas story set
Ad in Provence, a pleasant story that ends rather weakly. Pierre hated herd-
4-5 ing sheep for his uncle; an orphan and lame, the boy had few friends and
few pleasures. He yearned to make a santon, but his gruff uncle said there
was no time for playing with clay; his one friend, old Papa Gant, could
teach him but they were both poor and had no clay. One of the detested
sheep, however, led Pierre to a bed of clay, so his dream of making an
Advent santon was realized; because the sheep had led him to the clay, his
first santon was a kneeling sheep.
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Halacy, D. S. Nine Roads to Tomorrow; Dramatic Developments in Scientific Tech-
nology; illus. by Albert Michini. Macrae, 1964. 175p. $3.95.
After a brief prefatory comment on the tremendous increase in scien-
Ad tific and technological research and invention, the author describes nine
9-12 important discoveries or areas of study that are "breakthroughs" in know-
ledge that can lead to great future benefits. These are the laser, electronic
computers, the solar battery, ground effect machines, comsat, biopower,
bionics, ultrasonics, and cryogenics. In each section, Mr. Halacy gives
some background information about research and development, an expla-
nation of the operation of the phenomenon and examples of applications;
he also makes some informed conjectures about future uses. Timely and
fascinating as the topics are, their presentation here is not strong; each
section is crowded with facts, explanations of the functioning of devices
are not always clear, and the text often seems to need supplementary or
corroborative diagrams. A chronological list of scientific discoveries and
an index are appended.
Hall, Anna Gertrude. Cyrus Holt and the Civil War; illus. by Dorothy Bayley Morse.
Viking, 1964. 128p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $3.04 net.
An unusually good Civil War story for middle-grades readers, written
R with a warm simplicity and reflecting with sensitivity the changing of a
4-6 community in a time of prolonged war. Cyrus, living in a small town in
New York, is nine when the war starts; to small boys the war is exciting
but they-like the adults-become more and more aware of the men
wounded or dead, more and more subdued by deprivation and the accrual
of unwonted responsibilities. The historical details are excellent; the dia-
logue is natural.
Hall, William N. Whatever Happens to Baby Horses? illus. by Virginia Parsons.
Golden Press, 1965. 23p. (Big Golden Books) Trade ed. $1; Library ed.
$2.19 net.
An oversize book with pictures of horses, large and small, and with a
NR slight text; the calibre of the drawings is mediocre, the quality of the text
5-7 is weak. The book describes some of the things that a baby horse does as
yrs. he grows to maturity; it then asks of several other breeds (not named, but
clearly differentiated) what happened to these baby horses? In each case,
the foal's picture is faced by a full-page answer: "He is in the rodeo." or
"He works on a farm." The book shows that there are different kinds of
horses and that they change as they grow; that's about it.
Holman, Felice. Silently, the Cat, and Miss Theodosia; illus. by Harvey Dinnerstein.
Macmillan, 1965. 58p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.24 net.
Miss Theodosia is an eccentric elderly woman who lives alone with her
M cat, Silently, to whom she looks for guidance in making decisions (eyes
5-6 closed, no; eyes open, yes) and with whom she emerges from seclusion,
nights only. Pumping along the streets on her Irish mail, Miss Theodosia
meets a small boy running away from home; she tactfully returns him. In
episode two, she convinces a timid man to stand by his convictions. Three,
she helps a shy child gain confidence; four, she enjoys seeing the towns-
people chasing the stack of her five-dollar bills that have blown out the
window in a hurricane. The writing style is fairly sophisticated for the
level of the audience; the format seems juvenile for the reader who can
see the humor of the allusions and the nuance of style. Miss Theodosia,
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an inveterate quoter of proverbs, is a colorful but not quite convincing
character.
Hoyt, Edwin P. James Knox Polk. Reilly and Lee, 1965. 155p. $3.95.
A serious and candid biography, giving only a minimal amount of infor-
R mation about Polk's personal life and going into intensive detail about his
7-10 career. Although the presidential years are adequately covered, the major
portion of the book is devoted to Polk's developing career in state and
national politics; of especial interest are the details of interparty and
intraparty struggles for power. A bibliography is appended.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Your Brain; Master Computer; illus. by P. A. Hutchison.
McGraw-Hill, 1964. 154p. $3.50.
A most interesting description of some of the many and varied discov-
R eries and experiments that have been made about the functioning of the
7-10 human brain. The first two chapters discuss human and other animal
brains; some of the topics covered are the experiments in electrical brain
stimulation, the hallucogenic drugs, the storage of memories, research in
mental illness, and advanced techniques used in brain surgery. On the
rambling side, but fascinating. A list of suggestions for further reading,
a glossary, and an index are appended.
Kaula, Edna Mason. The Land and People of New Zealand. Lippincott, 1964. 160p.
illus. (Portraits of the Nations Series) Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed.
$2.93 net.
A good addition to the series, written in a brisk and serious style, well-
R organized and comprehensive in treatment. The historical material is im-
7-12 partial in treatment of Maori and colonizer, both having had their share
of violent or unscrupulous behavior. Mrs. Kaula is objective, also, about
the economy of New Zealand and about cultural assets and deficiencies;
only about New Zealand's natural beauties and about the rapport between
Maori and Pakeha today does she become mildly lyrical. In the final
chapter are discussions of New Zealand's attitude toward the Common
Market, of her relations with the Commonwealth and with the United States,
and of her participation in international treaties. An index is appended.
Knight, Damon, ed. Beyond Tomorrow; Ten Science Fiction Adventures. Harper,
1965. 332p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.11 net.
A good selection of science fiction stories of varying lengths and of un-
R varyingly good quality. The authors are among the best writers of science
7- fiction: Asimov, Bradbury, Clarke, and others. All of the stories have
been previously published in magazines; a list of some of the books writ-
ten by authors represented in this anthology is appended.
Kriiss, James. My Great-grandfather and I; tr. from the German by Edelgard von
Heydekampf Briihl; pictures by Jochen Bartsch. Atheneum, 1964. 246p.
$4.50.
First published in Germany in 1960, and a treasure. Also a fine job of
R translation; since the book puts much stress on words and contains much
6-7 poetry, the translation without loss of metre, rhyme, humor, or of smooth,
idiomatic writing is very important. A boy of eleven, visiting his great-
grandfather, has a daily feast of storytelling, creative writing, and bouts
of competitions in rhyme. Somehow, the interstitial narrative holds to-
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gether and gives a delightful picture of the household. Many older readers
may enjoy the book, and it is an excellent choice for reading aloud to
younger children.
Leskov, Nicholas Semenovich. The Steel Flea; ad. from the Russian by Babette
Deutsch and Avrahm Yarmolinsky; rev. ed.; pictures by Janina Domanska.
Harper, 1964. 56p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
A revised edition of the 1943 publication, with new and delightful illus-
Ad trations. This very tongue-in-cheek tall tale has wonderful flavor and a
5-6 humor of situation that has universal appeal; it is told in a direct style; it
is just a bit drawn out. Platov, the Cossack, is a lovely character: the
bluff, tough soldier who looks down on foreigners and longs for the foods,
drinks, smells, and sounds of home. It is through Platov's Russian pride
that the Czar is given a most marvelous (and Russian, naturally) improve-
ment on the miraculous tiny steel flea made by the English.
McGiffin, Lee. A Coat for Private Patrick. Dutton, 1964. 159p. $3.50
Not even in pace but neither melodramatic nor pedantic, the book gives
R a realistic picture of one kind of military service especially important in
6-9 the Civil War. Only thirteen, Dan Patrick is gently rejected when he tries
to enlist; his older brother and the only surviving member of the family,
Cary, is in Morgan's Raiders. A friendly sergeant suggests that Dan learn
telegraphy; when the boy is proficient enough, he becomes a professional,
and eventually he is able to use his skill in serving Morgan. At the close
of the story the war has just ended, and when Dan and Cary meet some
Union men, they decide that good relations start with each individual. A
pleasant last note, and one that is quietly made. A bibliography is appended.
McKown, Robin. Patriot of the Underground; illus. by Edna Kaula. Putnam, 1964.
190p. $3.75.
A junior novel about French resistance during World War II; Paul La-
Ad Coque and his friends are young adolescents who become part of the move-
6-9 ment. In their Nazi-occupied, small mining town, the men have been taken
for slave labor, and often the older boys have been taken; the boys have
become miners and, on their own time, saboteurs. The story is dramatic
and believable, but the writing style is just heavy enough to be a slight im-
pediment to the pace of the book.
Manning-Sanders, Ruth. A Book of Dwarfs; drawings by Robin Jacques. Dutton,
1964. 128p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.39 net.
A very nice collection of stories, most of them from the north of Eu-
R rope. The seventeen tales are told with complete fidelity to the genre, and
4-6 the very attractive illustrations are-again-completely appropriate. A
lovely book to have, to read aloud, or to use as a source for storytelling.
Marx, Robert F. Following Columbus; The Voyage of the Nina II; illus. with photo-
graphs. World, 1964. 80p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
The true and fascinating story of the crew of nine who traced the voyage
R of Columbus to the new world, duplicating, insofar as they were able, all
6-8 of the conditions and equipment of the original voyage. The report is given
by the navigator of the expedition, which took place in 1962; the large print,
wide margins, and clear photographs are attractive. Although the crew was
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forced by various circumstances to temper their original plan of using
only such equipment as Columbus might have had, the trip was high adven-
ture; even if the voyage had not had historical interest it would be an ex-
citing sea story.
Merriam, Eve. It Doesn't Always Have to Rhyme; drawings by Malcolm Spooner.
Atheneum, 1964. 83p. $3.25.
A most enjoyable melange of moods, concepts, and verse forms, attrac-
R tively embellished with small, deft drawings in black and white. Some of
5-9 the poems play with words, some are tender, some are humorous, some
are just satisfying fragments. A good collection for reading aloud.
Milhous, Katherine. Through these Arches; The Story of Independence Hall. Lip-
pincott, 1964. 96p. illus. $4.50.
A long and, for this subject and its intended audience, a rather involved
M book; it gives detailed information about the site of Independence Hall, the
4-6 building itself, and its historical importance. The writing is, however,
often effusive, and the use of interpolated paragraphs addressed to the
reader add little. "Feel what you are called upon to feel! But do not leave
this spot or the spell of the story will be broken." The book follows the
history of the Liberty Bell up to the present time, ending, "You know now
that this is your Building. This is your Bell. You-go-through-the-Arches."
The illustrations and the format are attractive.
Nussbaumer, Mares. Away in a Manger; A Sory of the Nativity; by Mares and Paul
Nussbaumer. Harcourt, 1965. 24p. illus. $4.25.
An oversize book, first published in Switzerland under the title Ihr Kin-
M derlein Kommet. The illustrations are quite lovely; two Christmas carols
K-2 are included (words and music in very simple arrangements) and the text
gives a version of the Nativity story. The author uses only an occasional
Biblical phrase; the style is simple, the narrative embellished. "Birds
twittered in the branches, and an old owl in a tree overhead woke up and
listened. He would have liked to sing a song to the Child, too." The story
ends with all the children of the village being sent home by Joseph after
he gives them permission to sing one more song. They sing "Silent Night"
and depart. A handsome book, but more valuable for the illustrations than
the text.
Palmer, Candida. Snow Storm before Christmas; illus. by H. Tom Hall. Lippin-
cott, 1965. 32p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.69 net.
The story of two boys who get caught in a snow storm when they go
Ad shopping on Christmas Eve. Jason and Eddie buy a lampshade for their
3-5 mother, a goldfish for their sister, and a can of pink spray. The heavy
snow ruins the lampshade, but they cover it with pink spray; the goldfish
they put into a pickle jar. Next morning Eddie and Jason enjoy the scents
and sights of Christmas even before they get out of bed. The pleasant il-
lustrations show an attractive middle-class Negro family; the writing is
fairly simple and certainly realistic, but the story-line is weak, especially
at the end of the book.
Pauli, Hertha Ernestine. The First Christmas Gifts; pictures by Joan Berg.
Washburn, 1965. 23p. $3.50.
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A version of the story of the Magi, written in a quite stiff and unimag-
M inative style, and illustrated with adequate, but pedestrian drawings. The
K-3 three Kings, advised by the Babylonian astronomers to follow the star, set
out by camel and are beset by extreme hunger and thirst. When the star is
reflected in water, they realize that they have found an oasis; by a miracle,
their empty food bags become full. They reach Bethlehem and find a stable
in a cave; when the camels kneel, the Kings are "so surprised" they dis-
mount "without knowing why." When they present their gifts and are given
swaddling bands that shine in the cave they realize they are receiving a
great gift. There is always some use for another Christmas book, but this
is stilted and adds nothing to the Biblical story.
Peare, Catherine Owens. Painter of Patriots; Charles Willson Peale. Holt, 1964.
144p. illus. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.07 net.
An interesting biography because of the historical background and be-
Ad cause of the unusual information it gives about art in the colonies, but not
5-7 as well written as most of this author's books. There are flat moments in
the writing: "On their wedding day, January 12, 1762, Rachel had never
looked more beautiful as her bridegroom held her hand to lead her in the
dance." "His pictures still live on. They show deep feeling, because he
had the heart of an artist, and their colors are soft and rich." No repro-
ductions of Peale's work are included; a list of places where his pictures
may be seen is appended.
Peet, William Bartlett. Randy's Dandy Lions; written and illus. by Bill Peet.
Houghton, 1964. 48p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.07 net.
Very nice and silly, a picture book with rhyming text and with the ap-
R peal of a circus setting. Randy's five lions could do tricks, but as soon as
K-3 they got in front of the crowd, they had cage-fright. The circus owner
hired a new tamer; the tamer was so fierce he frightened the lions; the
lions were so frightened they roared all night; the circus personnel had
so little sleep they had to call off the next performance. Randy and his
lions were given one more chance; the lions, having had an experience so
terrible, had lost their fear and went through their routines to receive an
ovation. The story is amusing, and the drawings of the lions are delight-
ful whether they are looking shy, terrified, or insufferably complacent.
Piper, Roger. The Story of Computers; illus. with photographs and with diagrams
by Felix Cooper. Harcourt, 1964. 179p. $3.50.
A simply and lucidly written book on computers: what they are used for,
R what they consist of, how they operate, what their limitations are. The
7- author's style is informal without being popularized; he is particularly
adept at using analagous situations or examples that illuminate. After a
general explanation, the separate processes are described in detail; a final
chapter discusses careers in the field of computer work, and a relative
index is appended.
Prieto, Mariana. Ah Ucu and Itzo; A Story of the Mayan People of Yucatan; illus.
by Lee Smith. Day, 1964. 48p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A book with separate text in English and in Spanish, and with some
Ad Mayan words; set in Yucatan, the story is based on a Mayan folk super-
3-5 stition about the little people who live below ground and control the grow-
ing of corn. The illustrations are quite attractive and have some amusing
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details in showing the little people, all tiny men who are reminiscent of
the Disney seven dwarfs. Ah Ucu is a small boy who takes from the corn-
field some ears that his parents have left to propitiate the little people;
Ah Ucu's pet mouse is hungry. The corn does not prosper, not until Ah Ucu
works to earn other ears to be given in appeasement. Immediately, the
corn shoots up. A nice bit of folklore told in a straightforward style; the
book uses different type for the different languages, but it is a little dis-
tracting to find the two now on the same page, now on facing pages. Glos-
saries in English, Spanish, and Mayan are appended.
Scott, Ann Herbert. Big Cowboy Western; pictures by Richard W. Lewis. Lothrop,
1965. 28p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
A read-aloud picture book about Martin, who gets a cowboy outfit for his
R fifth birthday; Martin's imaginative play is a little noisy for adults, he is
K-2 ignored by the big boys and has nobody to play with. An understanding fruit
peddler makes Martin feel important by giving him the job of watching his
horse; Martin, who calls himself "Big Cowboy Western" is utterly content.
Martin is the only boy in a family with four girls; they live in a large hous-
ing project that appears to be middle-class and racially integrated. The
story is simple, the style is just a bit dull; the book is, however, excellent
in presentation of relationships and valuable because of the particular ur-
ban setting.
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). The Courtship of Animals; illus. by John Kaufmann.
Morrow, 1964. 95 p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
An interesting book, adequately illustrated, written with straightforward
R simplicity and well-organized. Mrs. Selsam discusses briefly the goal of
5-8 courtship, then describes in separate chapters the courting patterns of fish,
reptiles and amphibians, spiders and insects, birds, and mammals. The
appended index cites no terms used, listing only the types of animal life
referred to in the text.
Showers, Paul. Your Skin and Mine; illus. by Paul Galdone. T. Y. Crowell, 1965.
34p. (Let's-Read-and- Find-Out Books) $2.95.
A very simplified presentation of some of the basic facts about skin:
R color differences, dermal layers and hair follicles, sensation and temper-
1-3 ature adjustments, fingerprints, and the protective responses set up when
the epidermis is injured. The print is large, the pages nicely laid out, the
illustrations are attractive and show children of various colors in accord-
ance with the text, not as a contrivance.
Shura, Mary Francis. Shoefull of .Shamrock; illus. by N. M. Bodecker. Atheneum,
1965. 64p. $3.75.
A fanciful story set in New York City at the turn of the century. Davie
R O'Sullivan, playing alone in the park, met a little man who insisted that
4-6 the leather pouch Davie had found belonged to him. Unbelieving, Davie went
off and found that the pouch had seventeen gold coins; hearing his father
tell of the belief in leprechauns in the old country Davie replaced the
pouch and was given a shamrock. Indirectly the shamrock led to an adven-
ture, an encounter with a lost relative, and the realization of a secret wish.
The story has a rather pat ending, but it is tight-knit in construction, de-
lightful in family relationships, and written smoothly. The illustrations,
reminiscent of Blegvad's style, are attractive.
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Simpson, Dorothy. Visitor from the Sea. Lippincott, 1965. 188p. $3.75.
A good story for middle-grades girls, especially those who loves dogs.
R Becky and her family couldn't understand how a stray dog had come to a
4-5 small island, but the dog had appeared and claimed Becky. Her mother
said firmly that they could not keep the dog; her sister Laura was dis-
dainful, but Laura was often disdainful to her younger sister. Becky's
whole devotion was given to her new pet, and still her mother said no. It
took a series of canine good deeds to convince mother, by which time all
the other members of the family had become fond of the dog. Unwanted-
animal-makes-good is a fairly common theme, but the book is by no
means pedestrian; the style is good, family relationships are realistic,
and the pictures of the island community and the shore atmosphere are
quite vivid.
Spratt, Barnett. Miss Betty of Bonnet Rock School; 1864-1865; illus. by Joan Bal-
four Payne. Hastings House, 1965. 125p. $3.25.
A Civil War story in the form of a diary written by a young girl teach-
Ad ing in a rural school; the book is based on family reminiscences told to
7-9 the auther. The writing style gets sugary occasionally, but not inordinately
so for the approach of a sentimental adolescent in war time. The book does
give quite a good picture of the life in a South Carolina community during
the last hard year of the war. Miss Betty, although a true Confederate, has
an understanding of the complexities of causes and of loyalties, and she
has only protective feelings for the one Yankee child in her class. A biblio-
graphy of adult titles is appended.
Smith, E. Brooks. The Coming of the Pilgrims; told from Governor Bradford's
firsthand account by E. Brooks Smith and Robert Meredith; illus. by
Leonard Everett Fisher. Little, 1964. 59p. $3.50.
An adaptation intended for an audience in the primary grades; both vo-
Ad cabulary and style indicate that the book may be more useful to the middle-
4-5 grades reader. The authors, reflecting their goal of presenting material
adapted from an original source, have kept phrases that give flavor but in-
crease reading difficulty. Each page of text is faced by a page of illustra-
tion; some pictures are informative, some decorative, and a few lurid.
The material is accurate and quite full in treatment; the adaptation is not
as successful as was that for older readers (Pilgrim Courage) because
Governor Bradford's language is better suited to the older reader.
Teal, Mildred. Portrait of an Island; by Mildred and John Teal; pictures by Rich-
ard Rice. Atheneum, 1964. 161p. $3.95.
An intensively detailed book about an island off the coast of Georgia,
Ad nicely illustrated. The book describes the way in which a sea island forms,
7-10 the terrain, the weather, the flora and fauna in their varied ecological pat-
terns. A rewarding book for a nature lover, but probably too slow and too
detailed to appeal to the general reader.
Thayer, Jane. Part-time Dog; pictures by Seymour Fleishman. Morrow, 1965.
30p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
First printed in a magazine in 1954, and newly illustrated for this pub-
Ad lication, the story of a small and friendly dog that had wandered so far
2-3 from home that he was lost. Brownie found a neighborhood full of friendly
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people, and he begged food at one house and shelter at another. Turned
over to the pound, Brownie was reclaimed by his hostesses, who missed
him; they put a fence around their yards and shared him. A slight but
mildly appealing story, simply written and suitable for reading aloud to
smaller children as well as for beginning readers.
Tresselt, Alvin R. A Thousand Lights and Fireflies; illus. by John Moodie.
Parents' Magazine, 1965. 40p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.03 net.
A read-aloud picture book that is beautifully illustrated with pictures
R in bold colors, somewhat in Wildsmith's style. The pictures are bright,
K-3 busy, and handsome; they are seen to best advantage at a distance, and
seem more suitable, therefore, for group use than for the individual. The
text is simple, pleasantly written, not unusual in theme but appealing. It
contrasts patterns in city and in country, then points out some aspect of
living in which there is a similarity, repeating this three-part pattern
throughout.
Trevifio, Elizabeth (Borton) de. I, Juan de Pareja. Farrar, 1965. 180p. $3.25.
An excellent novel, written in the form of an autobiography, about the
R painter Velazquez and his Negro slave and assistant, Juan de Pareja. The
7-10 descriptions of court affairs, of the family of Velazquez, and of the work
of seventeenth-century artists are colorful and convincing. The author
gives a fine picture of the personality of the painter, but her triumph is in
conveying the strength and charm of Juan de Pareja as he tells his story.
Legally prohibited from painting because he was a slave, de Pareja painted
secretly; years later, when his work was first seen by Velazquez, de
Pareja was given his freedom; he already had become the painter's dear
friend.
Turnbull, Agnes Sligh. George; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Houghton, 1965.
94p. $3.
The hero of this fanciful story is a beguiling rabbit who becomes the
R friend and mentor of the two Weaver children. Mr. Weaver pooh-poohs
3-5 the existence of George, but Mrs. Weaver has some productive discussion
with the rabbit that leads to an improvement in the manners of her two
children. Or is she talking to herself? At any rate, the relationship ends
when the family goes off on vacation, since father tells the children to
stop pretending that they are going to take an imaginary rabbit in the car.
But where did the tiny pair of spectacles come from? A nicely written
tale with a good blend of realism and fantasy, lightened by some entertain-
ing dialogue and strengthened by good family relationships.
Vance, Marguerite. Jared's Gift; A Christmas Story; illus. by Reisie Lonette.
Dutton, 1965. 42p. $2.75.
A Christmas story set in Jerusalem at the time of Christ's birth; the
SpC book is a posthumous publication. Jared is twelve, an orphan who lives
4-5 with his uncle, keeper of an inn. The boy dreams of being a potter; he has
made a beautiful blue urn. The day after Jesus is born in the stable of the
inn, Jared gives his urn to Balthazar, for there is a crack in the jar of
myrrh he is bringing. Later Jared, who had not been able to see the Child
before, sees with joy that his work has given pleasure to the Messiah. The
style is a bit ornate; the embellishment of the story of the Nativity seems
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slightly artificial. The mood, however, is beautifully established: a mood
of sweet, grave piety. A good story for religious education collections.
Vasiliu, Mircea. Hark, the Little Angel. Day, 1965. 55p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95;
Library ed. $3.86 net.
A read-aloud Christmas story, adequately illustrated and of some value
M because of the continuing need for new holiday materials; the story is, how-
K-2 ever, rather drawn-out and is weakened by inconsistencies within the fan-
tasy. Why, for example, if the angel could fly back to his cloud after a visit
to earth, did he have to hold his nose and jump down to get to earth? Why,
if people thought he was merely a child in angel costume, did nobody notice
the little angel was barefoot in the snow? The little angel, curious about
what went on below and not anxious to do his angelic chores, had come
down to earth and visited a department store Santa Claus, helped make a
snowman, made himself a substitute cloud of steam, trimmed a Christmas
tree, and sung with a children's choir. Hearing the children say that on
Christmas Eve the angels sing, the little angel hastily flew back to his
cloud, and in the Christmas singing his voice was heard above the rest.
Walters, Helen B. Wernher Von Braun; Rocket Engineer; illus. with photographs.
Macmillan, 1964. 174p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.34 net.
A detailed and serious biography of the aeronautical scientist who has
R contributed so much to our country's space program. The text touches
8- lightly on Von Braun's childhood, concentrating on his interest in rocketry
and his commitment to the Nazi government. Later he and his men turned
themselves in to the American forces; subsequently Von Braun came to
live and work in the United States. A glossary, a list of dates, a bibliog-
raphy, and an index are appended.
Warburg, Sandol Stoddard. Curl Up Small; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Hough-
ton, 1964. 32p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A picture book with a rhythmic, lyric text is illustrated in soft browns,
Ad greens, and yellows. A series of animal young have conversations with
3-5 their mothers, the dialogues showing some effect of the differences in en-
yrs. vironment. The baby bird says, for example, "Fly fly/ Now go fly/ High
and sing/ Try everything/ Go everywhere/ In the big dark/ In the huge
air." The book ends with a human mother cuddling her baby, who then
sleeps. The gentle mood of text is sustained by the illustrations; the writ-
ing is a bit static but rather soothing; there is an element of mild humor
in the desire of each small creature to explore everything in sight. The
bear cub protests "Now hunt the berry patch/ Now find the honeybees" at
his mother's statement that they will do this some day.
Weiss, Harvey. Ceramics: From Clay to Kiln. Scott, 1964. 64p. illus. $3.75.
A very good book for the beginner. The explanations and the illustra-
R tions are clear, the progression of difficulty well-paced. Mr. Weiss
5-6 strikes a nice balance between detailed, step-by-step instruction and an
encouragement of experimentation and creativity. He suggests simple
equipment and modest designs, but suggests to the reader that the more
complicated procedures should be understood; the reader is referred,
for example, to textbooks on glazing, although the method for adding a
simple glaze is given.
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Whitney, Phyllis Ayame. Mystery of the Angry Idol; illus. by Al Fiorentino. West-
minister, 1965. 224p. $3.50.
Janice, who had been sent to stay with her grandmother and great-grand-
M mother in Mystic, Connecticut while her family was out of the country, was
6-9 intrigued by gossip about a Chinese idol owned by Miss Althea, her great-
grandmother. Suspicious of a local youth who had served a jail sentence,
Jan became involved in the mystery of a stolen jade and of the idol, an ugly
statue that had a message on its base. Jan discovered the real culprit-a
summer visitor-and she also found the hidden treasure inside the angry
idol. The story has a good description of the reconstructed village of Mystic
Seaport and the writing style is good; the plot is quite involved and con-
trived.
Wright, Betty Ren. I Want to Read; illus. by Aliki. Whitman, 1965. 26p. Trade ed.
$3.70; Library ed. $2.78 net.
An oversize book with a simple read-aloud text and bold, bright pictures.
Ad A small boy describes the wonderful thing that has just taken place for him
4-6 and his twin sister: they have learned to read. Not only can they read all
yrs. kinds of books, but they can read signs at the zoo, they can help Daddy with
road signs, they can read their own birthday letters and rules for games.
Not unusual in content, but a cheerful and encouraging book for the child
who is ready to read.
Udry, Janice May. Next Door to Laura Linda; pictures by Meg Wohlberg. Whitman,
1965. 28 p. $2.75.
A slight story, simply told and pleasantly illustrated with double-page
Ad spreads alternately in black and white and in color. Laura Linda is a small
K-2 girl who wishes almost everything were different: the color of her house,
the sex of her sibling, the color of her hair; dissatisfied because she is
bored, Laura Linda wishes another girl would move next door. When a boy
turns up as the new neighbor, he and Laura Linda become friends; with
somebody with whom she can play, Laura Linda no longer has time to wish
things were different. A familiar situation always has some appeal, but the
treatment here is rather tepid.
Yates, Elizabeth. Howard Thurman; Portrait of a Practical Dreamer. Day, 1964.
249p. $4.95.
A biography of one of the notable religious leaders of our country and
Ad the first Negro to serve as dean of a chapel of a northern university. Dr.
8-10 Thurman is an important and an admirable man; his story is somewhat
weakened, however, by being sustainedly eulogistic and often flowery:
"There had been a certain scent in his nostrils for a long time but it was
Dr. Henry Robins who defined it... it was the fact that the spiritual ex-
perience of the human race was essentially one single experience." The
book is well-organized, detailed, and not overly fictionalized; a list of Dr.
Thurman's writings, a list of his "oft-used" books, and an index are ap-
pended.
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Books Recommended in 1965
Adler, Bill. Churchill Wit. 7-.
Adler, Irving. Fibers. 4-6.
. Houses. 4-6.
Aiken, Conrad. Cats and Bats and Things with
Wings. K-3.
Aldis, Dorothy (Keeley). Dumb Stupid David. K-3.
Alexander, Lloyd. Book of Three. 6-8.
Aliki. Story of William Penn. 3-4.
Allen, Elizabeth. Loser. 7-10.
Almedingen, E. M. Knights of the Golden Table.
6-9.
. Picture History of Russia. 5-7.
American Heritage Magazine. Ironclads of the
Civil War. 7-12.
. Many Worlds of Benjamin Franklin. 7-.
Anckarsvird, Karin. Doctor's Boy. 5-7.
Andersen, Hans Christian. Nightingale. 4-6.
Armour, Richard. Adventures of Egbert the
Easter Egg. K-2.
Bacmeister, Rhoda W. Voices in the Night. 4-6.
Baker, Betty. Walk the World's Rim. 6-9.
Baker, Laura Nelson. Because of Anne. 7-9.
. Dahlbe Family Horse. 4-5.
Belting, Natalia Maree. Calendar Moon. 5-8.
Benchley, Nathaniel. Red Fox and His Canoe. 1-3.
Bendick, Jeanne. Wind. 4-6.
Blair, Susie George. Show Ring. 3-6.
Blane, Gertrude. Flower Box Mystery. 3-5.
Bleich, Alan R. Your Career in Medicine. 7-.
Blishen, Edward, ed. Miscellany One. 6-9.
, comp. Oxford Book of Poetry for Children.
4-7.
Boardman, Fon Wyman. History and Historians. 8-.
Bond, Michael. Paddington Marches On. 4-6.
Bonham, Frank. Durango Street. 9-.
Bonsall, Crosby Newell. Case of the Cat's Meow.
2-3.
Born, Franz. Jules Verne. 6-.
Boston, Lucy Maria. Castle of Yew. 4-6.
Bothwell, Jean. Lady of Roanoke. 6-9.
Bradbury, Bianca. Two on an Island. 5-7.
Bradley, Duane. Meeting with a Stranger. 5-7.
Brecht, Edith. Timothy's Hawk. 4-6.
Briggs, Raymond. Fee Fi Fo Fum. K-2.
Brindze, Ruth. Rise and Fall of the Seas. 7-10.
Broderick, Dorothy M. Training a Companion Dog.
4-7.
Bryher, Winifred. Visa for Avalon. 9-.
Buck, Margaret Waring. Along the Seashore. 5-9.
Buckley, Helen E. Little Boy and the Birthdays.
K-2.
Buehr, Walter. Rubber. 4-7.
Butler, Suzanne. Starlight in Tourrone. 5-6.
Cameron, Eleanor. Spell Is Cast. 5-7.
Campion, Nardi (Reeder). Look to this Day! 7-10.
Carlson, Natalie (Savage). Empty Schoolhouse. 3-6.
Caudill, Rebecca. Certain Small Shepherd. 4-6.
. Pocketful of Cricket. K-2.
Causley, Charles, ed. Modern Ballads and Story
Poems. 7-.
Cavanah, Frances. Triumphant Adventure. 6-9.
Cavanna, Betty. Almost Like Sisters. 7-10.
Chaplina, Vera. Kinuli. 4-7.
Charlip, Remy. Fortunately. K-2.
Chase, Alice Elizabeth. Famous Artists of the Past.
6-10.
Clarke, Arthur Charles. Indian Ocean Treasure. 6-.
Clarke, Mary Stetson. Petticoat Rebel. 6-9.
Clarke, Tom E. Big Road. 7-10.
Cleary, Beverly. Mouse and the Motorcycle. 4-6.
Clemons, Elizabeth. Tide Pools and Beaches. 4-7.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Cricket and the Em-
peror's Son. 5-6.
Cohn, Angelo. Careers with Foreign Languages.
7-12.
Colby, Carroll Burleigh. Communications. 5-9.
ed. Pets. 6-9.
.Special Forces. 5-9.
Cole, William, ed. Beastly Boys and Ghastly Girls.
5-7.
Coolidge, Olivia E. People in Palestine. 7-.
Corbett, Scott. What Makes TV Work? 4-7.
Cottrell, Leonard. Digs and Diggers. 8-.
Craig, M. Jean. Spring Is Like the Morning. 2-4.
Cromie, William J. Why the Mohole. 8-.
Cunningham, Julia. Dorp Dead. 7-.
Darling, Louis. Gull's Way. 6-10.
Day, A. Grove. They Peopled the Pacific. 7-.
De Angeli, Marguerite (Lofft). Turkey for Christ-
mas. 3-5.
De Jong, Meindert. Far Out the Long Canal. 5-8.
Diggins, Julia E. String, Straightedge, and Shadow.
6-9.
Dillon, Ellis. Family of Foxes. 5-7.
. Sea Wall. 6-9.
Du Bois, William Pfne. Alligator Case. 4-6.
Duncombe, Frances Riker. Cassie's Village. 5-7.
Duvall, Evelyn Ruth (Millis). Why Wait Till Mar-
riage? 7-12.
Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. Veronica's Smile. K-2.
Economakis, Olga. Oasis of the Stars. K-3.
Emery, Anne. Dinny Gordon, Senior. 7-9.
. Losing Game. 7-10.
Enright, Elizabeth. Zeee. 4-6.
Epstein, Beryl (Williams). Lucky, Lucky White
Horse. 3-5.
Ernst, John, ed. Favorite Sleuths. 7-.
Ernst, Morris L. Lawyers and What They Do. 9-.
Falk, Ann Mari. Place of Her Own. 7-10.
Fall, Thomas. Wild Boy. 5-7.
Faralla, Dana. Swanhilda-of-the-Swans. 4-6.
Fisher, Aileen Lucia. In the Middle of the Night. K-2.
. We Dickinsons. 7-10.
Fisher, Laura H. Amy and the Sorrel Summer. 4-6.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Glassmakers. 4-6.
. Papermakers. 5-7.
. Printers. 5-7.
Fleischman, Sid. Ghost in the Noonday Sun. 5-7.
Fleming, Alice. Great Women Teachers. 6-9.
Forman, James. Ring the Judas Bell. 8-.
Forsee, Aylesa. Pablo Casals. 7-10.
. William Henry Jackson. 6-9.
Foster, Genevieve (Stump). World of Columbus and
Sons. 6-9.
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Frankel, Edward. DNA - Ladder of Life. 9-.
Frasconi, Antonio. See Again, Say Again. 5-9.
Freeman, S. H. Basic Baseball Strategy. 5-9.
Fritz, Jean. Magic to Burn. 5-6.
Fry, Rosalie Kingsmill. September Island. 5-7.
Gaeddert, LouAnn. Noisy Nancy Norris. K-2.
Gage, Wilson. Big Blue Island. 5-7.
Gans, Roma. It's Nesting Time. 2-4.
Gard, Joyce. Talargain. 6-9.
Garnett, Richard. White Dragon. 7-10.
George, Jean (Craighead). Gull Number 737. 7-10.
Gibbs, Alonzo. Least Likely One. 7-9.
Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Morocco. 4-7.
Glubok, Shirley. Art of Ancient Rome. 4-7.
Godden, Rumer. Home Is the Sailor. 5-6.
Goetz, Delia. Islands of the Ocean. 4-6.
Goodsell, Jane. Katie's Magic Glasses. K-3.
Graham, Lorenz. North Town. 7-10.
Grahame, Kenneth. Golden Age and Dream Days.
7-.
Gurko, Leo. Two Lives of Joseph Conrad. 8-.
Gurko, Miriam. Clarence Darrow. 8-.
Hall, Anna Gertrude. Cyrus Holt and the Civil War.
4-6.
Hall, Elvajean. Volga. 6-9.
Harper, Wilhelmina, ed. Easter Chimes. 3-6.
Haviland, Virginia. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in
Italy. 4-6.
Hawes, Judy. Bees and Beelines. 2-4.
Hawkinson, John. Collect, Print and Paint from Na-
ture. 4-6.
. More to Collect and Paint from Nature.
4-6.
Heck, Bessie Holland. Hopeful Years. 6-9.
Hentoff, Nat. Jazz Country. 8-.
Hirsch, S. Carl. This Is Automation. 6-9.
Hoag, Edwin. American Houses. 7-10.
Hoban, Russell C. Tom and the Two Handles. 2-3.
Hobson, Polly. Mystery House. 5-6.
Hodges, Cyril Walter. Namesake. 7-9.
Hoffman, Edwin D. Pathways to Freedom. 8-.
Hofsinde, Robert. Indians at Home. 4-7.
Horizon Magazine. Universe of Galileo and Newton.
8-.
. Vikings. 8-.
Hoyt, Edwin P. James Knox Polk. 7-10.
Hume, Ruth (Fox). Great Women of Medicine. 7-10.
Hutchins, Ross E. This Is a Tree. 7-.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Your Brain. 7-10.
Hylander, Clarence John. Fishes and their Ways.
7-.
Inyart, Gene. Susan and Martin. 3-5.
Jacobs, Flora Gill. World of Doll Houses. 4-6.
Jewett, Frances L. Wilderness Treasure. 7-10.
Johnson, James Ralph. Anyone Can Camp in Com-
fort. 7-.
Johnston, Johanna. Together in America. 6-9.
Joslin, Sesyle. Spaghetti for Breakfast. 3-5.
Judson, Clara (Ingram). Andrew Carnegie. 5-7.
Kaufmann, Helen L. Anvil Chorus. 6-9.
Kaula, Edna Mason. Land and People of New Zea-
land. 7-12.
Kavaler, Lucy. Mushrooms, Molds, and Miracles.
7-.
Keats, Ezra Jack. John Henry. K-3.
Kessler, Leonard P. Here Comes the Strikeout. 2-3.
Knight, Damon, ed. Beyond Tomorrow. 7-.
Krasilovsky, Phyllis. Girl Who Was a Cowboy. 4-6
yrs.
Kriiss, James. My Great-grandfather and I. 6-7.
Laffin, John. Codes and Ciphers. 7-.
Lampman, Evelyn (Sibley). Wheels West. 5-7.
Larrick, Nancy, comp. Piper, Pipe that Song Again!
3-6.
Latham, Jean Lee. Retreat to Glory. 7-10.
Lauber, Patricia. Big Dreams and Small Rockets.
5-8.
Lear, Edward. ABC. K-2.
L'Engle, Madeline. Camilla. 8-10.
Leodhas, Sorche Nic. Always Room for One More.
K-3.
. Gaelic Ghosts. 5-7.
Lerner, Sharon. Self-Portrait in Art. 5-9.
Lewis, Richard W., ed. Moment of Wonder. 6-.
Lexau, Joan M. I Should Have Stayed in Bed! 1-2.






Lifton, Betty Jean. Cock and the Ghost Cat. 3-4.
. Joji and the Amanojaku. K-2.
Lightner, A. M. Doctor to the Galaxy. 6-9.
Lionni, Leo. Tico and the Golden Wings. K-2.
Little, Jean. Home from Far. 5-8.
Lloyd, Norris. Billy Hunts the Unicorn. 4-6.
Longworth, Polly. Emily Dickinson. 8-.
McGiffin, Lee. Coat for Private Patrick. 6-9.
Maizel, Clarice. Son of Condor. 6-8.
Manley, Seon. Rudyard Kipling. 8-.
Manning-Sanders, Ruth. Book of Dwarfs. 4-6.
Mantle, Winifred. Chateau Holiday. 5-7.
Marks, Mickey Klar. Painting Free: Lines, Colors,
and Shapes. 6-.
Marriott, Alice Lee. Indian Annie: Kiowa Captive.
6-9.
Marsh, Ngaio. New Zealand. 6-9.
Marteka, Vincent. Bionics. 7-.
Martel, Suzanne. City Under Ground. 6-9.
Martin, Patricia Miles. Greedy One. 3-4.
Marx, Robert F. Following Columbus. 6-8.
Masselink, Ben. Danger Islands. 7-10.
Matsuno, Masako. Chie and the Sports Day. K-2.
. Taro and the Bamboo Shoot. K-2.
Maynard, Olga. American Modern Dancers. 7-.
Mayne, William. Sand. 6-9.
. Whistling Rufus. 5-6.
Mead, Margaret. Anthropologists and What They Do.
7-.
Meader, Stephen Warren. Stranger on Big Hickory.
6-9.
Meltzer, Milton, ed. In Their Own Words. 7-10.
. Light in the Dark. 7-10.
. Tongue of Flame. 7-10.
Merriam, Eve. It Doesn't Always have to Rhyme.
5-9.
Merrill, James M. Target Tokyo. 9-.
Merrill, Jean. High Wide and Handsome and their
Three Tall Tales. K-3.
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Meyer, Jerome Sydney. Sound and Its Reproduction.
5-8.
Miller, Edna. Mousekin's Golden House. K-2.
Montgomerie, Norah, ed. Book of Scottish Nursery
Rhymes. K-3.
Moore, Lillian. Papa Albert. K-3.
Munzer, Martha E. Planning Our Town. 7-10.
Myron, Robert. Shadow of the Hawk. 10-.
Nathan, Dorothy. Women of Courage. 6-9.
Neal, Harry Edward. Your Career in Foreign Serv-
ice. 7-.
Ness, Evaline, illus. Tom Tit Tot. K-3.
Neville, Emily Cheney. Berries Goodman. 6-9.
Newmark, John. To the Zoo in a Plastic Box. 7-.
Noble, Iris. Leonardo da Vinci. 6-9.
. Megan. 7-9.
North, Sterling. Little Rascal. 4-6.
Ogilvie, Elisabeth. Ceiling of Amber. 7-10.
Oterdahl, Jeanna. Island Summer. 3-4.
Pahlen, Kurt. Waltz King: Johann Strauss, Jr.
6-9.
Palmer, Geoffrey. Quest for the Dead Sea Scrolls.
6-9.
Palmer, Mary B. Magic Knight. 5-6.
Parker, Edgar. Question of a Dragon. 5-6.
Parker, Richard. Boy Who Wasn't Lonely. 5-6.
. Perversity of Pipers. 5-7.
Pedersen, Elsa. Fisherman's Choice. 6-9.
Peet, William Bartlett. Randy's Dandy Lions. K-3.
Perkins, Carol Morse. "I Saw You from Afar." 4-6.
. Shattered Skull. 5-7.
Peterson, Harold L. Forts in America. 5-9.
Petry, Ann (Lane). Tituba of Salem Village. 7-10.
Peyton, K. M. Maplin Bird. 7-10.
Phipson, Joan. Threat to the Barkers. 5-7.
Picard, Barbara Leonie. Faun and the Woodcutter's
Daughter. 5-7.
Piper, Roger. Story of Computers. 7-.
Poole, Lynn. Electronics in Medicine. 7-.
Porter, Sheena. Bronze Chrysanthemum. 5-7.
Potter, Marian. Milepost 67. 5-7.
Price, Christine. Story of Moslem Art. 7-.
Price, Willard DeMille. Rivers I Have Known. 7-.
Quigley, Martin. Today's Game. 8-.
Ray, Mary. Voice of Apollo. 7-10.
Renault, Mary. Lion in the Gateway. 6-10.
Riedman, Sarah Regal. Benjamin Rush. 7-10.
Ripley, Elizabeth (Blake). Gainsborough. 7-10.
Robinson, Jackie. Breakthrough to the Big League.
6-10.
Rollins, Charlemae Hill. Famous American Negro
Poets. 5-9.
. They Showed the Way. 6-9.
Roth, Claire Jarett. Hospital Health Services. 8-.
Russell, Solveig Paulson. Lines and Shapes. 3-5.
Sachs, Marilyn. Laura's Luck. 4-6.
Sandoz, Mari. Story Catcher. 6-9.
Sasek, Miroslav. This is HongKong. 4-7.
Schick, Eleanor. Little School at Cottonwood Cor-
ners. 3-6 yrs.
Schneider, Leo. You and Your Cells. 7-.
Scott, Ann Herbert. Big Cowboy Western. K-2.
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). Courtship of Animals.
5-8.
SLet's Get Turtles. 2-3.
Severn, William. If the Shoe Fits. 6-9.
Sherburne, Zoa. River at Her Feet. 7-9.
Shortall, Leonard. Ben on the Ski Trail. 2-4.
Showers, Paul. Your Skin and Mine. 1-3.
Shura, Mary Francis. Run Away Home. 4-6.
. Shoefull of Shamrock. 4-6.
Silverberg, Robert. Scientists and Scoundrels. 7-10.
Simon, Norma. Passover. 4-6.
Simpson, Dorothy. Visitor from the Sea. 4-5.
Smith, Irene. Washington, D. C. 7-10.
Smith, Robert Paul. When I Am Big. K-2.
Snyder, Zilpha Keatley. Velvet Room. 5-7.
Spence, Eleanor. Green Laurel. 6-7.
Spofford, Nancy. Day of the Bear. 5-7.
Sprague, Gretchen. Question of Harmony. 7-10.
Steck, Max. Diirer and His World. 8-.
Steele, William Owen. No-Name Man of the Moun-
tain. 4-6.
. Wayah of the Real People. 6-8.
Stern, Madeleine B. So Much in a Lifetime. 6-9.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Noonday Friends. 4-6.
Stoutenburg, Adrien. Explorer of the Unconscious:
Sigmund Freud. 8-10.
Stratton, Madeline Robinson. Negroes Who Helped
Build America. 7-10.
Suggs, Robert C. Archaeology of San Francisco.
7-10.
Sutton, Ann. Journey Into Ice. 7-10.
Syme, Ronald. Alexander Mackenzie. 4-6.
Terrell, John Upton. United States Department of
State. 6-9.
Titus, Eve. Anatole and the Poodle. K-2.
Trask, Margaret Pope. At the Sign of the Rocking
Horse. 4-6.
Travers, Pamela L. I Go by Sea, I Go by Land. 5-7.
Trease, Geoffrey. No Boats on Bannermere. 5-7.
Treece, Henry. Burning of Njal. 7-10.
Tresselt, Alvin R. Hide and Seek Fog. K-3.
. Thousand Lights and Fireflies. K-3.
Treviflo, Elizabeth (Borton) de. I, Juan de Pareja.
7-10.
Tunis, Edwin. Colonial Craftsmen and the Begin-
nings of American Industry. 6-9.
Turnbull, Agnes Sligh. George. 3-5.
Veglahn, Nancy. Tiger's Tail. 7-10.
Waber, Bernard. Just Like Abraham Lincoln. K-3.
Walker, Kathrine Sorley. Eyes on the Ballet. 7-.
Walters, Helen B. Wernher Von Braun. 8-.
Watson, Nancy Dingman. Sugar on Snow. K-2.
Watts, May Theilgaard. Doubleday First Guide to
Trees. 4-6.
Webb, Nancy McIvor. Will Shakespeare and His
America. 8-.
Weir, Rosemary. Soap-box Derby. 5-7.
Weiss, Harvey. Ceramics. 5-6.
Werner, Vivian. Timmie in Paris. 3-5.
Werstein, Irving. Long Escape. 7-10.
Willard, Barbara. Storm from the West. 6-9.
Williams, Jennifer. Show Pony. 5-8.
Willis, Robert J. Keefers' Landing. 6-9.
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Wilson, Penelope Coker. Fancy and the Cement
Patch. 3-4.
Wise, Winifred Esther. Harriet Beecher Stowe.
6-9.
Wojciechowska, Maia. Odyssey of Courage. 7-9.
Wood, James Playsted. Man Who Hated Sherlock
Holmes. 7-10.
Woolley, Catherine. Ginnie and her Juniors. 4-6.
. I Like Trains. 1-2.
Wuorio, Eva-Lis. Land of Right Up and Down. 3-5.
Yamaguchi, Tohr. Two Crabs and the Moonlight.
K-3.
Young, Ray. Bridge. 7-.
Zemach, Harvey. Salt. K-3.
Zion, Eugene. Harry by the Sea. K-2.
Zolotow, Charlotte. Someday. K-2.
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Reading for Librarians
Appleby, Bruce and Conner, John. "Well, What Did you Think of It?" The English
Journa, October, 1965.
Broderick, Dorothy. An Introduction to Children's Work in Public Libraries. H. W.
Wilson, 1965. 176p. $4.
Dobler, Lavinia. The Dobler World Directory of Youth Periodicals. Schulte Pub-
lishing Company, 1965. 64p. $3.
Heffernan, Virginia. "Legislation for Libraries." Childhood Education, September,
1965.
Millender, Dharathula. "Storytelling-A Teaching Technique." Education, May,
1965.
Negro Bibliographic and Research Center, Inc. A bibliography of adult and juvenile
fiction and non-fiction; announcements of publications; information about publi-
cations that pertain to other minority groups. Published every two months; sin-
gle issue, $1.25, the yearly subscription rate being $7.25. Order from the Cen-
ter, 117 R Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 200002.
North Carolina. State Department of Public Instruction. Reference Materials for
School Libraries. 2nd ed. Classified and annotated, for grades 1-12. 166p. $1.
Order from Publications, State Department of Public Instruction. Raleigh, North
Carolina. Specify Publication #385; accompany order with check payable to
"State Treasurer."
Robinson, Alan and Frackenpohl, Helen. Study Skills Library. An individualized
andpartiallyauto-instructional program that includes lessons on library skills.
Cost per box, $10.50. An information kit may be obtained, or a demonstration
arranged, by writing Educational Development Laboratories, Huntington, New
York 11744.
Ward, Pearl. "The Discriminate Reader - Values of an Early Beginning." Peabody
Journal of Education, January, 1965.
H. W. Wilson, firm. Standard Catalog for High School Libraries. 1965 supplement
to the 8th ed., 1962. Edited by Rachel Shor. 1 4 4 p. Subscription basis.

